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in opposition to the government; and when money
troubles threaten the town, they are full of great
schemes of reform.
In this framework of not unkindly satire Keller
encases a series of short stories. Pankra^, der
Schmoller, which opens the first volume, begins
admirably in the spirit of the Preface ; there is much
of the author himself in the sulking hero, and some-
thing, too, of Jean Paul; but the method by which
the hero is cured of his sulking, by a lion, savours of
Romantic extravagance. Keller, like most writers
that matter, was not a good inventor of plots; and
his genius, when not held in check by a realism imposed
from without, was inclined to run to exaggeration.
Frau Kegel Amrain und ihr Jungster is a much better
example of Keller's powers; it is a real slice of
personal experience, with a considerable infusion of
the national enthusiasm for education : not perhaps
quite interesting enough to stand by itself, or
sufficiently welded together into an artistic whole,
but essentially true and free from extravagance.
Between these two items lies a very different type of
story, in which Seldwyla and its amiable foibles
hardly matter. Romeo und Julia auf dew Dorfe is
a " Novelle" of peasant-life, and has been justly
praised as the finest of its type in German literature.1
The basis of the story was a brief and commonplace
newspaper report from Saxony, which described how
two young lovers had been found dead in a field near
Leipzig; and on this report Keller built up an
engrossing village tragedy. The story opens with a
Millet-like picture of two peasants ploughing their
acres. Between the fields they own lies a third, whose
possessor is unknown; and each year the peasants
1 Thete is a translation by A. C. Bahlmann, with an introduction by
Edith Wharton, New York, 1914; and it is included with The Landvogt
of Greifensee, The Company of the Upright Seven and Ursula in the American
series of German Classics of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, vol. XIV,
New York, 1914, A Village Borneo and Juliet, a Tale by Gottfried Keller,
with an introduction by Edith Wharton, appeared in London in 1915.

